D E M O H O U R

Back to Light
My current body of work, Back to Light, expands upon a classic grade-school science project, the potato battery. By inserting a galvanized nail into one side of a potato and a copper wire into the other side a small electrical current is generated. The utter simplicity of this electrical phenomenon is endlessly fascinating for me. Many people have had the experience of drawing power from fruit in the classroom, and it never ceases to bring a smile to the face or a thought to the mind. This work speaks to a common curiosity we all have for how the world works as well as a global concern for the future of earth's energy sources. 
Weird Faces Vending Machine
The Weird Faces Vending Machine is an installation that generates an infinite number of weird faces that look like my hand-drawn faces. It thereby questions the dominating ways in which value is generated from art in the gallery context. Instead of placing an artificially limited number of prints in the gallery space for the sole purpose of generating value and fake exclusivity, a vending machine is installed that sells a potentially infinite number of unique computer-generated prints. The name from the credit card is used by the machine to talk to the buyer and walk him/ her through the purchasing process. In addition, the name is used to write a personalized dedication message on the back of the print in my own handwriting. 
Illimitable Space System
The Illimitable Space System (ISS) is a multimodal interaction CG system for artistic performance (e.g., dance), music visualization, and interactive documentary that is controlled with gestures and voice, depending on the configuration. The participants are central to interacting with the installation, providing motion, voice, and other captured data as input to the computer system that processes that input and produces real-time graphical and audio feedback to the interacting audience. There is animation, physically based modeling, image and video processing, and motion capture, all in real time.
